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A Message from Attorney Bryan Ramos
What makes me stand out among other attorneys?
At the beginning of my law career, I worked as an insurance
defense lawyer. There, I became very familiar with the
corporate objectives of denying benefits, or, at the very least,
delaying the benefits so long that some employees would
simply just give up. I soon realized that wasn’t the life for
me.
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As a lawyer who represents Georgia’s working class, I
sincerely attempt to empathize with my clients. I want to
know exactly where they are coming from so I can better
serve them. I take extra time to get to know each client, and
some times their families, and take pride in being their
lawyer. My concentrated area of the law is workers’
compensation.
I have the unique perspective of knowing how the insurance
firms work, and this gives me the edge over many other
injury lawyers and those who just “dabble” in workers’
compensation law. I have almost 20 years of workers’
compensation experience and our firm, not only navigates
the client through the pending litigation but we play the long
game to consider the client’s life after the claim.

The Ramos Law Firm is an award-winning group of lawyers that
focuses exclusively on workers’ compensation needs throughout the
State of Georgia.
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This Month in Personal Injury
Injured on the job…
If you get hurt on the job, keep it simple. Make sure you are safe and generally okay. Your health is the
most important thing you must protect. If you need emergency room care, go get it! Otherwise, report
the injury to your supervisor immediately. Tell him or her how it happened, who was involved, and how
you are hurt. If you can, take pictures of the accident site and write down what happened in your own
words: include the date, time, location, description of the accident, and list all the witnesses. If your
supervisor makes you complete an “incident report,” get a copy of it or at least, take a good picture of it
with your phone. If you are in pain, ask the supervisor for medical care. He or she should be trained on
what to do and should provide you with some options for medical treatment. Whatever documents the
supervisor or doctors’ office gives you, keep a copy of it as it may be important later. If the injury is bad
enough that you think you will miss work, you need to call us. You will need a dedicated team of experts
working for you because you know the insurance company has one working for them. Oh, and one last
thing: DO NOT submit to a “recorded statement.” This tool will only be used against you if they get an
opportunity.

What Our Clients Are Saying…

“I am much more than pleased and happy to have had Mr. Ramos assist me by representing
me with my workers' comp case...he and his staff are/were fantastic…honesty, diligence,
thorough.. persistent. And just wonderful all around.” ~L.B.

Latest News- Ramos Law Firm Video Series Coming Soon
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